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This week, Sunday examines the hazards for passengers and crew on domestic and international flights. In Australia, we look at the years of fume incidents on board the BAe 146 passenger jet, used by the major airlines on regional flights. 

Sunday talks to pilots and flight stewards who believe their long-term health problems are due to exposure to fumes from the planes' engines circulating through the air-conditioning. Despite reassurances from Ansett, Qantas and National Jet Systems that their flights are safe, Sunday reveals that passengers and crew are still complaining about fumes on the BAe 146 jets run by those airlines. 

For the first time, the man who certified the aircraft for use in Australia speaks out about the jets' long history of problems. Former Civil Aviation Safety Authority official Dick Best says if he'd known of the plane's problems he would have had serious doubts about okaying the jet for Australia. He says he never got a response to his own report to CASA about the plane's fume incidents. 
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Sunday also shows the range of hazards experienced by passengers and crew on long-haul international flights. Radiation, poor air quality, and the spreading of infectious diseases are serious risks the airlines never warn us about. Already passengers in economy class are breathing a high proportion of recycled air, yet international authorities are now recommending a further reduction in fresh air. One of Australia's top tuberculosis experts warns of the risk of contracting disease on long-haul flights. Ross Coulthart reports...

For the Full Transcript click here

Go to Australian and overseas links.

Sunday viewers can view some of our leaked documents for themselves, Ansett cabin crew reports and an internal memo leaked to Sunday, show that even this year there have been incidents of passengers suffering nausea and vomiting on Ansett BAe 146 flights after breathing oil fumes in the cabin. 

Meanwhile, Ansett has distributed this Flight Attendants' Information Kit to its staff, suggesting it's safe for them to fly on the BAe 146.
"I see people the whole time who've come off long-distance flights from wherever and who come down within days with active influenza, and there's no question that they got their infection on a plane.  - Dr Jonathon Streeton" 


"These are not pilots that are drinking, but it would be difficult to tell these abnormalities from a pilot that had had two to three drinks before they got on their plane. (Dr Donohoe)" 


"I find it shocking to possibly attribute a flight problem to human error, the flight problem, when crew clearly are showing neurological signs after exposure to oil, smoke, mists or fumes - Dr Jean Christophe Balouet"


